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My paper concerns a check and plaid cotton textile hand woven in India, generally called 
Indian madras in the United States. My research, however, began in Nigeria where I 
found that this Indian textile was not only popular but had inspired a creative 
modification on it by the Kalabari people of the Niger Delta of Nigeria (Map, fig. 1). My 
Kalabari colleague, Tonye Erekosima, and I 
collaborated to investigate the origin and meaning of 
this modified textile and inspired him, as a social 
science scholar, to develop the concept of Cultural 
Authentication to explain why the madras, when 
transformed, becomes Kalabari. 
The Kalabari live in West Africa, a long distance 
from the Indian origin of one of their favorite textiles, 
cotton madras. Historically, they were traders and 
fishermen. They traded overland with other Africans 
before European traders and explorers came by sea in 
the 1400s, bringing tradestuffs from a wide array of 
countries. The Europeans brought goods not only 
from Europe, but also from Asian countries with 
which they traded. 
 
Fig. 1. Nigeria. 
Kalabari live on a series of islands in the Niger Delta a boat ride away from Port 
Harcourt, the principal city of the Rivers State in which they live. These islands lie four 
degrees above the equator and the inhabitants experience two seasons: dry and rainy, 
roughly six months each. Port Harcourt’s population of over one million includes many 
Kalabari who live and work there on a daily basis. Others live in cities in Nigeria, 
Europe, and the United States. In the contemporary world, both Kalabari men and women 
can be found in a wide range of occupations, as professionals in medicine, education, and 
law, as small business entrepreneurs, day laborers, market vendors, or taxi drivers. 
Because Universal Primary Education has been underway in Nigeria for many years, 
English is commonly spoken along with the Kalabari vernacular tongue. Kalabari people 
are primarily Christian and Protestant, although indigenous customs continue as an 
important part of ongoing life. Many professional people have been educated abroad in 
the United States, the United Kingdom, and in continental Europe as well as in Nigeria. 
The Kalabari not residing daily on their home islands frequently travel “back home” for 
family reasons and festive occasions, particularly the funeral celebration of an elder, (an 
  
event ordinarily held on weekends so that they may attend). When involved in such 
events they usually dress in Kalabari garments, although on a daily basis they wear 
dresses, blouses and skirts, suits, trousers, jackets, and shirts. 
Kalabari garments are comprised primarily of imported textiles, many of which come 
from India as in the case of imported Indian madras, which they call injiri in Kalabari. 
Artisans cut and pull threads out of this fabric to produce a design by subtraction on it; 
the modified fabric is subsequently called pelete bite, which means “cut-thread cloth” 
(Erekosima, 1979; Erekosima and Eicher, 1981, Eicher and Erekosima, 1995). Figure 2 
shows an example with cut and uncut areas on one madras piece. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Pelete bite that has been started. 
Although the Kalabari are one among many ethnic groups of Niger Delta peoples, 
their creation of cut-thread cloth is original and unique to them. They depend on imported 
Indian madras to produce pelete bite that is worn as men’s and women’s wrappers, 
draped to cover the face of a masquerader, used to dress the funeral bed of a female elder, 
and worn by a spirit medium as she dances. 
In the past 20 years, the Indians who produce madras cloth for export to Nigeria for 
Kalabari consumers have responded to the Kalabari desire for pelete bite by producing a 
cut-thread appearance on madras, thus making a similar textile on their looms for export 
to the Kalabari area. Even more recently, some designers apparently copied the cut-thread 
appearance in silk to produce a textile as a dupatta or scarf for both Indian and U.S. 
markets. Thus, I have titled this paper “A Ping Pong Example of Cultural Authentication 
and Kalabari Cut-Thread Cloth,” because of the back and forth nature of modifying the 
original madras by the Kalabari, followed by the Indians copying the appearance of the 
pelete bite produced by the Kalabari for export to Nigeria. 
Photographs in Kalabari family albums dating back to the late 1800s illustrate that the 
Kalabari wore Indian madras or injiri (which Indian weavers and handloom officials still 
call “RMHK” for “real madras handkerchief”). The word “real” in RMHK refers to the 
  
use of indigo in dyeing the textile. “Madras” refers to the supposed origin of the textile 
from or around the Indian city of Madras. Handkerchief refers to the square yard size that 
is marked off for purposes of legally importing madras into Nigeria. The Kalabari 
occasionally refer to madras as “George,” which is the name the Igbo people north of 
them in Nigeria use to refer to the same textiles. The variety of nomenclatures is a 
fascinating aspect of investigating this import from India to the West Coast of Africa.1 In 
any event, when used to make a new design via cutting and pulling threads from it, the 
textile called injiri is subsequently called pelete bite and is highly prized by the Kalabari 
people. Madras from India is special to them, both cut and uncut. 
Hazel Lutz summarized the basic idea of the Cultural Authentication Process as an 
introduction to our panel. The concept for analyzing the “borrowed but changed” nature 
of Indian madras occurred because Tonye Erekosima’s family presented me with cut-
thread cloth, (fig. 3; detail, fig. 4), after I visited the island of Buguma, one of the 
Kalabari islands, when I was living in Nigeria in the 1960s. I subsequently confronted 
him with many questions about the Kalabari adoption and use of madras to produce the 
cut-thread cloth; these queries prompted Erekosima (1979) to develop his ideas about the 
cultural authentication process. 
 
   
Fig. 3. Pelete bite.    Fig. 4. Detail of cloth in fig. 3. 
Following Erekosima’s initial paper, he and I (Erekosima and Eicher, 1981) published 
an elaboration of the Cultural Authentication Process. Scholars later using Cultural 
Authentication Process as an analytic tool interpreted the four aspects as chronological 
                                                 
1
 One Indian textile expert, Jasleen Dhamija, suggests that "george" may have been used because Fort 
St. George, in Madras, was a shipping point to export the textile. Hazel Lutz has suggested that 
"injeram," an old port north of Madras, may account for the Kalabari using the word "injiri". See also 
Evenson, Sandra L. 1991, The manufacture of madras in south India and its export to West Africa, 
unpublished Master’s thesis, University of Minnesota and Evenson, Sandra L., 1994, A history of 
Indian madras manufacture and trade: Shifting patterns of exchange, Unpublished PhD dissertation, 
University of Minnesota. 
  
steps, but this was not Erekosima’s original intent. Instead, his initial purpose in 
proposing the idea of Cultural Authentication was to analyze how something that was 
seemingly borrowed not only became changed or “transformed” by the borrowing group 
of people, but most importantly was fully integrated into their cultural system as its own 
entity. In the case of the Kalabari using madras to create pelete bite, the four parts of the 
process include: 1) the selection of the imported madras plaid or check from India to 
produce a cut-thread cloth; 2) its characterization by giving it an indigenous name, pelete 
bite, after it is cut to distinguish it as being Kalabari cut thread cloth; 3) the incorporation 
of pelete bite into a meaningful part of Kalabari life when worn or used at family 
occasions, such as funerals; and 4) transformation of the textile from its original state of a 
plain woven plaid or checked cotton cloth to one with threads selectively cut and drawn, 
leaving a new pattern on the cloth by subtraction. This example illustrates that madras 
was no longer simply borrowed from India but had become culturally authenticated, that 
is, legitimately Kalabari. 
Many of the basic madras designs have been repeatedly used by the Kalabari people 
for their pelete bite designs and continue to be popular and requested by Nigerian textile 
traders from the Indian exporters for the Kalabari market as Hazel Lutz found in her 
research in Madras. These popular patterns have provided women the opportunity to 
develop favorite motifs to be cut on them. The artists who cut the cloth, usually women, 
can choose one of two cutting implements: the razor blade or the penknife blade, as seen 
in figures 5 and 6. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Cutting with a razor blade.    Fig. 6. Cutting with a penknife. 
This work is ordinarily done on commission, but occasionally women will spend their 
available time to have some cut and ready for immediate sale. 
Erekosima and I found the four aspects of Cultural Authentication applicable to 
other examples of material culture in Kalabari life. The Kalabari were merchants 
involved with a world system of commerce early on in their history, particularly as part 
of the European exploration and later colonization of West Africa. Many types of 
materials imported from India were acquired for use in ceremonial dress. Examples 
include men’s gowns fashioned from imported Indian velvets embroidered with metallic 
threads of gold or silver, which are worn with elaborate hats (fig. 7), and women’s 
  
wrappers of embroidered velvet worn with fringed hats (fig. 8) (Sumberg and Eicher, 
1995). 
   
Fig. 7. Man in velvet ensemble.    Fig. 8. Velvet wrapper. 
Knowledge about the origin of pelete bite is conjectural. Photographs of Indian madras 
being worn before the late 1800s apparently do not exist, but an extant cut-thread piece 
came from a stash of family heirlooms. This piece has an early 1800s date based on 
knowledge about the owner of the textile and the wife who made it for him. Oral history 
provided by the eldest female in this family, who had responsibility for caring for and 
curating the family textile collection, attributed the cloth’s creation to Osonta, one of the 
wives of the prominent Kalabari trader, John Bull. In estimating John Bull’s age and the 
age of Osonta at the probable time of marriage, the family projected that the wrapper 
length may have been cut as early as the 1830s or 1840s (Erekosima and Eicher, 1981). 
The Fowler Museum of Cultural History houses the piece (fig. 9), and recognizes the date 
given to it by the family (FMCH X84.600). 
Indian suppliers of madras to the Kalabari became aware of the Kalabari cut-thread 
motifs, and apparently sometime in the 1980s, weavers began to produce madras with the 
appearance of cut-thread cloth for export to Kalabari customers. These textiles were sold 
successfully to the Kalabari who called them “machine-cut” pelete bite. These examples 
were made on the looms in India. The weavers drop or “float” the weft yarns in places 
during the weaving process to keep some of the threads showing only on the back or 
wrong side of the cloth. This process gives the appearance on the front or right side of the 
cloth of having threads removed, as seen in figure 10. The Kalabari, however, still prefer 
the more expensive hand-cut examples if they can afford them. 
  
 
Fig. 9. John Bull pelete bite. 
In 2003, a twist in the Cultural Authentication process occurred when a contemporary 
Indian textile designer apparently used the cut-thread design as inspiration for hand 
woven silk scarves. As these scarves were designed for the fashion market in both India 
and the United States, they provide yet another ping-pong example of Cultural 
Authentication. The cut-thread design originally created by the Kalabari on Indian cotton 
madras in Nigeria becomes culturally authenticated in India on silk for local sale and 
potentially for export to and sale in a global market. I saw an example of the scarf at a 
textile conference in Calcutta in October 2003 worn by the designer who reported that 
she took her inspiration for making this design from seeing the images presented with my 
paper in Hyderabad at a textile conference in 2001. After returning from Calcutta, I 
attended an international craft sale in Minneapolis in November and bought two similar 
scarves, of which one is shown in figure 11. 
   
Fig. 10 (left). “Machine Cut.” Photo:Courtesy,Hazel Lutz. 
Fig. 11 (right). Indian scarf. 
  
In our global world, the opportunities for imitation of various artifacts across 
continents and oceans are endless. The original use of Indian madras by the Kalabari to 
produce a culturally authenticated textile did not seem to be imitated for many decades. 
As this example demonstrates, as transportation and technology makes the world smaller, 
the opportunities for imitating a design, a product, a fashion may happen quickly. In such 
cases, some times the copying may indeed be just borrowing or sometimes the copying 
may result in a culturally authenticated artifact. In the case of the silk scarves and dupatta 
now being produced in India, time must transpire before we can claim that these are 
cultural authentications. At this point, they have every indication that they might be. 
First, some are being produced in silk, which is not what the Kalabari used when they 
selected Indian cotton madras for making pelete bite. Also, they are used as fashion 
accessories for an Indian woman as a dupatta or an American woman as a scarf. A 
cautionary comment from Hazel Lutz is important in regard to my analysis of recent, 
fashionable examples in India. She urged me to separate the technical aspects involved in 
making the textile from the appearance of the textile and she was correct in doing so. As  
she demonstrated to me with examples she brought back from India last fall and winter—
some textiles woven in India give the appearance of cut-thread designs. In one case, the 
weavers produced a plain weave design that only looks as if the threads have been cut; 
instead the weavers used both light and dark threads to produce a cut-thread appearance 
resembling pelete bite. Thus, my thesis that Kalabari cut-thread cloth has been copied by 
Indian designers and weavers for sale within India and potentially beyond must be further 
investigated. 
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